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FIG. S1: (a) Phonon dispersion of hex-GeS nanowires (b)-(d) imaginnary frequency model of

hex-GeS nanowires. Blue atoms is Ge and green atoms is S.

The phonon dispersions indicate that hex-GeS and structures are dynamically unsta-

ble, where four optical modes have negative frequency (λ1-λ4) at Γ point. The structural

with space inversion will be removed via λ1-λ4 soft optical modes, leading to the structural

transition.
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TABLE S1: Fitted parameters in Equation 1. The units are meV/(C/m)2, meV/(C/m)4, and

meV/(C/m)2.

A B C

hex-GeS -216 25 1.41

FIG. S2: The dipole-dipole interaction of hex-GeS calculated by DFT. The red line is the harmonic

approximation fit and black dots are DFT results

The value of Born effective charges (Z∗) is 4.7e and the atomic distortion (τ) is 0.407Å for

FE hex-GeS nanowires. There are six GeS ion pairs in the unit cell. Thus, the polarization

value by the expression, P = 6∗Z∗∗τ . which is 11.47 eÅ for hex-GeS nanowires. The value

is akin to the polarization value by Berry phase method: 12.2 eÅ.
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FIG. S3: (a)-(d) The electron density distributions of states ACD. (a) shows bonding nature in

state A; (b),(c),(d) show antibonding nature in state B, C, D

In order to understanding the underlying mechanism of the different trends under strain,

we make the charge density distributions and analyse their bonding nature. The energy level

shifts of the bonding and antibonding states exhibit opposite trends under external strain.

According to the Heitler-London model, the energies of the bonding and antibonding states

are given as:

Ebonding = 2E0 +
e2
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e2
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+
K −H

1 − S2
, (3)

where E0 is the energy of an isolated atom, K includes the classical Coulomb energy

of the electron-electron and electron-ion interactions, and S is the overlap integral of the

orbitals between different atomic sites, which is usually much smaller than 1 and thus S2

can be neglected in most cases. Therefore, the exchange integral term H plays a dominant

role in determining the different energy variation behaviors with strain in the bonding and

antibonding situations. The exchange H is written as
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×ψb(r1)ψa(r2) dr1dr2,
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Generally, for non-localized s and p orbitals, the contribution of the electron-ion interac-

tions is dominant over that of the electron-electron interactions. Thus, as the atomic distance

increases (corresponding to tensile strain), the energy contribution from the electron-ion

interactions increases more rapidly compared to the reduction of the electron-electron con-

tributions, which results in an increased value of H. Then, an increase in H will lead to

an increase in bonding energy Ebonding and a decrease in antibonding energy Eantibonding,

according to eqn (2) and (3).

Further, we find that the state A shows bonding nature and antibonding nature for state

B-D under uniaxial strain by the checking the electronic charge distributions of states A-D

in figS3.
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FIG. S4: Alteration of band gaps and polarization with regard to strain.
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FIG. S5: The polarization variation along with temperature obtained from AIMD for oct-GeS

nanowires
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FIG. S6: (a) the band edge is regulated by the strain for A-D state at HSE06 level . (b) The

band structure variations at = -8 %, 0%, +4% at HSE06 level.
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